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Peter Robertson - ACO

Sadly, this is my last POV as president so apologies if it’s a 
bit longer than usual. My two year term is up and so it’s time 
to hand on to my successor…I wish I could tell you who but 
that’s to be decided on at the AGM, planned for the end of 
March. I’m also stepping down from the board, which I’ve 
been part of in some capacity since the beginning of the 
Association, when there was only a small band of members. 
Meetings were in pubs and not on laptops and our manifesto 
was written on the back of a beer mat.

It seems strange to be stepping back but it also seems right. 
Of course there will be the obvious advantages of having 
more free time and not having to attend lengthy board 
meetings on Sunday mornings. But it is also, and more 
importantly I think, an opportunity to re-energise the 
board and consolidate what we have already achieved in a 
relatively short space of time. 

The list of our accomplishments is long and something for us 
all to be proud of. Here are just a few: Our ACO accreditation 
is now being seen on many TV and cinema screens. We have 
begun an extensive programme of training workshops. Our 

diversity and mentoring programme is now passing skills on to future Operators who wouldn’t have 
had the opportunity in the past. Our patrons continue to grow in number. We have developed the ACO 
lounge, which is an opportunity for all our members to have a regular informal forum. We have begun 
to unify our two regions of work, both north and south. Our overall membership is growing by the day, 
bringing mutual opportunities for everyone, regardless of grade. We have the opportunity of making 
our workplace safer with the MMF health and safety passport, which we can all take advantage of. 
There are benefits yet to come, with a newly planned website that aims to provide greater connectivity 
for all our members. And judging by the success of the recent BSC awards, ACO Camera Operators will 
continue to lead the way for prizes. 

We are still a young organisation with plenty of growing room and a bright future ahead, but my 
parting shot would be to warn against complacency. Many of the achievements listed above have been 
really hard-won by members giving their free and family time for the cause. When we first started the 
Association, it was with the purpose of putting the role of the Camera Operator back at the heart of the 
cinematography process and to make sure that producers understand the quality that we bring to a 
production. That must stay as our main aim. It is a perpetual process that will continue to rely on the 
unpaid work of our members but one that assures the value and respect of our grade.

Before I close the stage door, I would like to say that I won’t be completely sailing off into the distance 
as I’ll be around for workshops, forums and of course the odd social. I would also like to pay tribute 
to Sham and all board members past and present, who I’ve been incredibly lucky to work with. I 
know my time has been enriched by their knowledge and friendship. I appreciate their humour and 
camaraderie at Sunday morning board meetings when many, like myself, must have been suffering 
hellish hangovers!

Break a lens
Pete Robertson

PRESIDENT’S POV
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The cinematography world was extremely saddened to hear about the loss of Dee 
Edwards, who passed away on 19th December 2022. Dee was a long-standing and 
much-loved employee of the Guild of British Camera Technicians (GBCT).
 
The Chair, Board of Governors of the GBCT, Tim Potter, broke the news of her passing. 
 

 
It is with the deepest sadness that I have to inform you all of the death of Dee Edwards, who passed 
away last night.  Over her years with the Guild, she transformed us into the foremost education and 
training organisation in the camera world.
 
She cared for every member like they were her family. She brought her immense knowledge 
and experience in both production and education to the full advantage of the guild’s members. 
 
We were blessed by her presence. She is irreplaceable and will be greatly missed. Our thoughts and 
prayers go out to her family. With heartfelt condolences
 
Tributes to Dee then poured in.
 
“Dee, you were so wonderfully supportive and dedicated to us all and treated us like family, as so many others have also 
expressed,” commented Lol Crawley BSC. “I look back fondly on our time in Malta at a film festival you asked me to lecture at. 
It was a blast! I’ll miss those times of prepping at Panavision and coming into the office to see you. Thank you and rest easy.” 
 
“She was so very kind and helpful - putting me forward for jobs, always making time for a chat,” stated Mark Dempsey. 
“She completely transformed the Guild when she took the reins, pushing ahead with many new courses and events, giving 
a great heart to the organisation.”
 
Chris Nunn added: “She was so helpful and generous to me when I was entering the industry as a camera trainee. She was 
so keen to help new people get their break in the industry and helped me no end, we’ve lost a wonderful, wonderful human 
being.”
 
Dee was a great friend of British Cinematographer Magazine since its inception. British Cinematographer’s publisher, 
Stuart Walters said: “It is with great sadness we heard the news of the death of Dee Edwards, who passed away this week. 
Over the years Dee has worked closely with the team at British Cinematographer, becoming a great friend and trusted 
colleague. Dee was instrumental in forging a strong relationship with the magazine and for us becoming media partners 
with the Guild.”
 
John Keedwell remembers the pre-meeting for the first ever magazine. “I had just edited and written for an issue of Zerb 
magazine from the GTC. British Cinematographer was about to launch, with content supplied by the BSC and GBCT. Dee 
saw Zerb magazine and the next thing I knew I was writing for British Cinematographer Magazine, and I have done so ever 

since.”
 
“Dee saw potential in people, inspired, motivated, and also 
nurtured, always giving feedback and having extremely 
high standards all the time. I think Dee was an inspiration 
to everyone who ever met her, and she helped people to 
move in the direction they wanted to go.”
 
Jamie Harcourt summed up most people’s feelings. 
“Everyone is so sad to hear of Dee’s passing. A great tragedy. 
The entire British camera department and especially 
members and former members of the GBCT owe her a 
massive vote of thanks for her tireless efforts on their 
behalf. 
 
Her kindness and generosity of time were unparalleled. 
Her knowledge and abilities in regard to training schemes 
and funding have helped so many people to establish 
themselves in our crazy industry and to that end she is 
practically irreplaceable. 

 
I took over the chairmanship of the GBCT several years ago at a particularly difficult time, and I was so relieved when she 
agreed to take over the reins of administrating the Guild. It would have been virtually impossible to get things back on track 
without her skills and devotion.
 
I have heard many members say how brilliant she was at making them feel special. She was like a caring mother to so 
many of us. She was unique and we will miss her tremendously. I send my heartfelt condolences to her family and friends.  
 
God bless Dee. Rest now in peace. With love, Jamie”

Tributes paid to GBCT’s 

DEE EDWARDS
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Dee’s History
 
Deanne Edwards (“Dee”) began her career in the film and 
television industry by working for the BBC’s Documentaries 
department. She rose from PA to researcher, working on 
several ground-breaking and multi-award-winning RTS 
and BAFTA documentary series and single documentaries. 
She went on to production manage, line produce and then 
produce—as an independent—over 180 hours of TV drama, 
documentary, music, history, and contemporary science 
programmes (her speciality).
 
As an independent producer, Dee has produced several 
award-winning documentaries for the BBC, Channel 4, 
Turner Broadcasting System (TBS), WGBH Boston, WQED 
Pittsburgh, KCET Los Angeles, Film Australia and SBS 
Australia. 
 
She was then approached by the National Film and 
Television School (NFTS) in the UK to head up its self-
funding Short Course Unit. At the NFTS, Dee designed a 
vast selection of courses tutored solely by working industry 
professionals. Her efforts built the Short Course Unit from running an average of 40 courses per year to over 130, regularly 
training in excess of 1,500 participants per annum.
 
Based on her success at the NFTS Short Course Unit, Dee was invited to bring her innovative vocational training programmes 
to countries across the globe, including the United States, Australia, Malta, Ireland, Denmark, Vietnam, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, 
Palestine, Israel, Abu Dhabi, Malaysia and China.
 
After leaving the NFTS, Dee was appointed General Manager and Director of Special Projects at the Guild of British Camera 
Technicians. She was able to continue her work in film development training and education, and the GBCT became one of 
the most formidable training organisations in the business.
 
Mike Fox, GBCT-HonMem. wrote: “Deanne Edwards, the luckiest find the Board of Governors ever enjoyed when they 
brought in Deanne to run the Guild. She did more than that, putting the GBCT on the map as the most respected source of 
training courses at all technical levels in the filmmaking world.
 
Our GBCT Trainee Scheme quickly earned itself a badge of merit, attaching bright young rookies to working with top-
class camera crews on major movies. ‘Trained by the GBCT’ became simple passwords not only for a he-or-she young ‘un’s 
efficiency, but their can-do attitudes as members of a team.
 
‘Dee-Dee’, as I always addressed her, would ask my advice here and there, and I was flattered sometimes when she actually 
followed it. But quietly and considerately, Deanne herself always found the best way to respect the GBCT’s Board while fully 
dedicating herself to the wellbeing of the membership.
 
I can’t think of anyone who was more honest, more polite, more respectful, and more considerate in her care for others 
than ‘Dee Dee’.
 
In her passing, and so young, may God rest her blessed soul.”
 
Dee’s Legacy
 
Dee was always passionate about education, training, and continual improvement within the business. The paths into 
starting to work are sometimes frustrating and tough. Talented young people were finding it extremely difficult to get the 
first foot on the ladder, as they had no experience, yet couldn’t get work experience
 
The GBCT trainee scheme was launched, taking enthusiastic new people to be trained on set with real camera crews, and 
have training by qualified and experienced GBCT members. This provided real training and lead to schemes starting with 
Trainee Camera. Then the Trainee Grip and Trainee Script Supervisor schemes were developed into what they are today.
 
In addition, short courses have been run on subjects such as: Steadicam; Focus Puller; DIT and Data Wrangling; Optics and 
Lenses; the art and craft of the Camera Operator; and many more. This is a way to get the training to start, or to learn extra 
skills to move up to another level.
 
Her energy drove these new training schemes within the guild, and many bright new careers have been launched for 
numerous people over the years.
 
Dee was the driving force at the Guild for about two decades, and many huge changes happened in the business in that 
time.
 
Dee was inspirational and hugely respected by everyone who had the privilege of knowing and working with her. She will 
be greatly missed as a great friend, also as a valued colleague.
 
 
The GBCT 
This article was published in the British Cinematographer Magazine, February 2023
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Marc Benoliel 
ACO

“This experience has shown me that job 
sharing doesn’t need to be complicated....”

“At first it wasn’t the idea 
of sharing but more 
of replacing another 
Operator on the job. A 
Camera Operator called 
me at 8 pm, asking me 

to replace her on a feature film 
the next day because she was 5 
months pregnant. I didn’t know 
the DP, Director or anyone else 
from the crew. Obviously they 
all work together regularly, so 
coming in, you have to figure 
it out quickly so that the switch 
between you and the other 
Operator is smooth, both in 
your choices of framing and 
also how you interact with the 
crew. Fortunately it all worked 
out. Then comes the idea of 
sharing the job on another 
project. That was also the same 
time as the pandemic, when 
people would need to miss work 
for a week or two. Around that 
time, an Operator asked me to 
replace him on set for a week, 
on a 4 month production. Covid 
situation. Everything went well 
for me and after a week the other 

Operator asked if I could come 
back at some point as he felt he 
needed more time to recover. 
After discussion with production 
and checking the schedule, 
we shared a few dates and 
eventually I finished the shoot. 
The DP and Director were happy 
with my work and I think what 
made it all work was the trust 
and communication between me 
and the other Operator to have 
made this work. This experience 
has shown me that job sharing 
doesn’t need to be complicated. 
Especially now, it seems more 
standard for jobs to be 4 to 8 
months long, sometimes more, 
mostly away from home. A 
lot of crew members need to 
spend time with their families 
and so job sharing is a great 
option to enable us to do that, 
as well as also a good way for 
directors and DPs to meet new 
crew members, and maybe even 
find new creative energy. Above 
all it would also help prevent 
accidents that might be caused 
by fatigue and long hours.”

A STEP TOWARDS BETTER WORK-LIFE BALANCE

JOB SHARING

The success of the UK film industry is driven by the creativity, hard work and expertise of the 
crew members. Working in film and TV drama can be both demanding and challenging, 
especially if you have a family, are a caretaker, or live a distance away from the main 
studios. These long hours and distances from home can make it incompatible with a 
domestic routine, and some very talented people are frozen out of the industry, primarily 
when they become parents. In the 2021 research commission by The Film and TV Charity, 

Looking Glass ‘21, the report showed that: 65% of workers surveyed were considering leaving the 
industry;  67% said that work prevented them from making plans with family and friends; 57% felt 
that a lack of control over working hours negatively affected their wellbeing; and 78% struggled with 
work-life balance (compared with a national average of 27%). The research also highlighted women 
being more affected by the demands of parenting or future plans of family. An unbalanced work-life 
routine prevents crew from taking care of their wellbeing through relaxing, exercising or spending 
time with friends and family. Twenty years ago, the idea of job sharing seemed unthinkable, but it 
is fast becoming a reasonable solution to tackling this issue, allowing for a better overall working 
culture. With more conversations taking place around the dangers of overworking, and a bigger 
cultural awareness around mental health, job sharing can offer us a solution that allows for investing 
more time in ourselves and our lives outside of the set. It gives crew more time to pursue other 
creative interests and life plans should they choose, while holding on to their careers, to thrive in 
an industry they have dedicated their lives to, often also allowing for a healthier energy on set. 
Art departments have been leading the way with job sharing schemes, and while there are many 
still to be convinced that it’s suitable within the camera department, initiatives such as “Share My 
Telly Job” are helping to convince HODs that it’s not only a viable option, but one that can elevate 
the collaboration and creativity on a production. There are a growing number of Operators who 
have successfully done it, and the more this practice is adopted by productions, the more examples 
we have of its success, the more we can work towards more sustainable and pleasurable careers.  
 
We caught up with four ACO members to share their experience. 
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Martin Stephens
ACO

“Job sharing allows you to stay fresh and 
focused, gives you time away with family 
and friends, financial security in knowing 
you have the work when you come back..”

“I tried to explore job 
sharing (pre Covid) with 
no success. I mentioned 
it to other Operators 
and productions but 
was met with a lack of 

understanding and interest, 
which isn’t surprising. 
Traditionally, work has been 
hard earned; why let your 
competition in? Early 2022, I 
was fortunate to get calls for 
availability from productions 
to work on long running drama 
series, which was fantastic, 
but I also asked myself, ‘how 
much do I want to work away 
from home and how much am 
I prepared to give in respect 
of a work-life balance?’. As 
we all know, this wonderful 
film & tv industry makes 
demands upon our lives and 
families which can become 
all-consuming. Nevertheless 
I faced the realisation that I 
am in a privileged position of 
being in a job and industry 
that I love, which continues 
to challenge, stimulate and 
excite me. I was on two longer 
productions, and thinking of 
the amount of time away from 
home, the stress of getting 
back on the weekends, and the 
changing dates of production. 
I decided to propose the idea 
to two fantastic Operators who 
just as importantly are fantastic 

people, and while they were 
eager, the productions were less 
so. Understandably they wanted 
continuity, familiarity and 
commitment, as few changes 
and disruption to shooting crew 
as possible. Keeping continuity 
leads to a better understanding 
and communication between 
production & crew, so you 
have to provide the production 
with a solution that works for 
them. It has to be a good fit; 
two Operators who they feel 
can alternate blocks and deliver 
the same product without 
compromise to the show. But 
once the production bought into 
the idea and were satisfied, it 
fell into place. Why wouldn’t it? 
I replaced myself with like for 
like. Two great Operators who 
would bring the talents and 
professionalism the production 
demanded. Just as importantly 
it suited the other Operators’ 
individual and specific reasons 
for doing it. Job sharing allows 
you to stay fresh and focused, 
gives you time away with family 
and friends, financial security 
in knowing you have the work 
when you come back. You can 
take dailies if you choose to. It’s 
a work in progress and probably 
only works on long running 
episodic production, but for me 
it’s a game changer.”

Edd Wright 
ACO

“I was first approached 
about Outlander Season 
7 back in Feb 2022. 
The production’s 
requirements were for 
an A Camera/Steadicam 

Operator for the duration of 
the series which was from 
May 2022 until March 2023, 
based in Scotland. Given that 
I live in London I knew this 
would be a big commitment. 
From the show’s outset in 
2013, it has traditionally had a 
dedicated A Camera Operator 
who would work throughout 
the series. I was told that the 
lead actors preferred to have 
a familiar face behind the 
camera for continuity and 

comfort. Unfortunately, the 
start of the shoot happened to 
coincide with one of the busiest 
moments in the UK Film and 
TV’s history and therefore 
they were struggling to find 
an Operator who suited the 
requirements and was willing 
to shoot the entire series in 
Scotland. Outlander booked 
Wales-based Martin Stephens 
ACO for Block 1. However, he 
had made it clear to production 
that he had commitments 
elsewhere which clashed with 
Block 2 onwards. Meanwhile 
Outlander had approached me 
once again for the job role. 
I happened to have known 
Martin for a number of years 

“Job sharing on Outlander over the past 
year has meant my work-life balance and 
mental wellbeing have been excellent ..”
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“In the summer of 2022 
I was on a drama as a 
dailies Camera Operator. 
The days had big set 
ups and rehearsal time 
with nice down time to 

catch up with the other dailies. 
The conversation of job sharing 
came about and how it would 
work and how great it would be 
if it was more common.  
 
A few months passed and 
one of the Operators in the 
conversation called me to float 
the idea of doing a job share 
on a 10 month drama— block 
on, block off rotation. He had 
spoken with the producer 
and they were encouraged 
with the idea. The production 
took on board that it would 
be great for the show to avoid 
burnout (greater focus) and 
that each Operator could 
do their own prep, attend 
recces and meetings and have 
conversations with the DOP and 
Director without having to step 
away from their current block 
and work schedule.  
 

I kicked off the series with 
Block 1 and had a fantastic 
time, lovely crew and cast. 
Block 2 has just started and 
we had a perfect transition of 
Operators. I now have 4 weeks 
off before my prep and recces 
start, planning to spend time 
at home with the family with 
the security that I have a job 
starting and dates locked in. 
 
The job share conversations all 
happened before and outside of 
the ‘Share My Telly Job’ scheme 
but I did pass details to the 
production and I believe there 
are job sharing roles in other 
departments— makeup and 
costume being the main ones.” 

and so I got in touch with him. 
He expressed a desire to return 
to the show in the future and 
so we discussed the idea of a 
job share for the rest of the 
series. In principle this worked 
for both of us. Given the length 
of the shoot, Martin and I felt 
comfortable enough financially 
to share the workload with the 
added benefit of being able 
to take time off at home. We 
pitched the idea of alternating 
blocks to Outlander and their 
response was positive. Martin 
had already established a 
good connection with the lead 
actors and therefore all that 
was needed was for me to 
bond with the cast in Block 2. 
Luckily, they were extremely 

kind and welcoming, and we 
established a good working 
relationship. At the time of 
writing, we are finishing the 
last two weeks of the show so I 
can reflect on how the concept 
of alternating blocks worked 
in practice. I would say the 
system worked extremely well. 
I would travel to Scotland and 
shoot for 5 weeks (including 
some prep) then essentially 
take 4 or so weeks off at home 
in London. I could spend time 
at home, socialise, exercise 
and generally do normal life 
things! In principle, I think 
job sharing is an excellent way 
of spreading out long shoots. 
The obvious advantages are 
a far more reasonable work-

life balance. This is especially 
important if you have a family. 
For the system to work properly 
there are a couple of elements 
that need to be in place. Firstly, 
I think the financial position 
of the Operators in question is 
an important consideration. 
Secondly, the TV show or film 
in question would need to be of 
an appropriate length to make 
it worthwhile sharing. Finally, 
the production would need to 
be open-minded and flexible 
about the concept. Job sharing 
on Outlander over the past 
year has meant my work-life 
balance and mental wellbeing 
have been excellent and I would 
wholeheartedly recommend a 
job share to anyone.”

James Chesterton
ACO

“The production took on board that it 
would be great for the show to avoid 
burnout (greater focus) and that each 
Operator could do their own prep, attend 
recces and meetings.”
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W E D N E S D AY
Fabrizio Sciarra tells us about 
his work on the dark, whimsical 
Netflix hit
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It all started with the usual phone call.

Actually, not really. Well, let me elaborate.

One morning in June, I was driving to location to shoot 
Dungeons & Dragons, together with Des Whelan. We were 
chatting as usual about what the shoot was like and 
trying to find a way to moan about something, which we 
are usually quite good at.

Des’ phone rings, while I’m driving, and that is where 
it gets proper weird. On the other side of the phone is 
David 
Lanzenberg, my future DP on Wednesday.

He’s actually phoning Des Whelan (knowing that he’s 
been working with Tim Burton on many pictures) to ask 
him if he’d vouch for me (or not) to shoot Wednesday with 
him. Of course David had no idea myself and Des were 
together in my pickup truck driving to location and working on the same job! 

Admittedly, we had quite a good laugh about it in front of a couple of Guinness.

Cut to: here I am, mid August, back home from D&D, having a wholesome three days rest, 
repack and leave for Romania to prep for Wednesday. My wife wasn’t impressed. I think I 
shed a tear when I left.

Now, honestly, I would have never accepted the job if it wasn’t for the fact that Tim Burton 
was directing, as I was looking forward to going home and spending some well-earned 
time with my beloved family after five long months in Northern Ireland.

But hey, let’s be honest, how many times does it happen in life to get a chance like that? 
Operate A Camera and Steadicam for Tim Burton? Yeah baby, here I come!

So, back to my travel, here I am catapulted in Bucharest, Romania. A tad farther than I 
hoped for, and very different to what we are used to. Very. 
I immediately come to the realisation that Romanian people are friendly, really friendly, 
and discover a quite well trained local camera team that will take care of both myself and 
my 1st AC Brad Larner for the whole shoot. I’m still so grateful to them. Kayak, Omar and 
Adelina are good friends to date and we are often still in touch for a good laugh.

I’m not really the best at reading scripts. Never been.

The way I’m wired, I need to see things; I find it hard most times to translate a script in 
pictures.

That was until I read Wednesday ’s script. It 
never happened to me to go through an entire 
4 episodes without realising I read it all and 
what I read was just a breathtaking, smartly 
written, “visual” script.

I couldn’t believe my eyes when I first walked 
through our sets. Everything was making 
sense to me visually. I was frightened, but so 
excited.

It was a new feeling, as I try to never picture a 
shoot in my mind before hearing the director 
and DP’s views. Still, I couldn’t resist  “seeing 
it” in my mind.

Fabrizio was a nominee for 
the Operators Award for his 

work on Wednesday.

Fabrizio Sciarra 
Assoc. BSC, ACO, SOC, GBTC
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Day one comes, and there 
I am. The chair next to my 
wheels and monitor says 
“Tim Burton”. No pressure. 
Needless to say, my legs are 
shaking.

How will he be? What’s 
his way of seeing things? 
How does he like to direct 
me? And how about David? 
How will things unfold? 
The classic many questions 
that keep me awake before 
starting a new project. I’m 
sure you know what I’m 
talking about. Anyhow, 
here we go—Tim, David and 
myself—we start blocking a scene, a very short piece in exteriors, just to ease into the first 
day.

As most of the time, we all talk camera and we all understand each other, so the first day 
goes in the can flawlessly. Phew— could have been much worse.
It’s only on day three, if I remember correctly, when we step into our interior sets, 
Wednesday ’s room. This is where my OCD kicks in, and unfolds in front of everyone.

If you’ve seen Wednesday, you’ll know (spoiler coming) that the room got equally shared 
between her and her roommate. So I start offering up a very symmetrical frame, where 
objects and people need to be in a specific balance.

Tim digs it, and so does David. We start enjoying the discipline of it, and the fun of having 
the cast float into it. Now, as I’m mentioning the cast, you’ll all need to understand that 
Jenna Ortega belongs to a special breed. I’ve never seen in my life somebody so clicked in 
and focused. She amazed us all on set on a daily basis. Just one example: you should have 
seen our faces when she stepped on set to show us “the dance” (Ep. 4).

She prepared it entirely on her own. No kidding, the whole thing. What has become a 
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worldwide iconic scene and an internet 
phenomenon, she had done it all by herself. Just 
like that.

Tim was speechless, and so was I. I just couldn’t 
wait to film it!!!

Most of the challenging shots we’ve done could 
have never happened in our time scale if it wasn’t 
for her. Anyway, back to my OCD: shot after shot, 
scene after scene, the symmetry and painful 
precision in placing actors and objects swiftly 
becomes what Wednesday has turned out to be on 
the screens, (at least for the first four episodes 
that I shot with Tim and David).

To shoot with Tim has been an incredible 
experience for me, as he’s not only the visionary 
director that everyone knows him for, he’s also 
an extremely lovable human being— basically 
impossible not to fall in love with him. His 
attention to details was as pleasantly disturbing 
as mine, and we definitely found a common 
ground very early on that we managed to carry 
on for the whole shoot. I’d always spend my time 
crafting and arranging the set knowing that Tim 
would look at it with such a deep attention to 
details, being such a reward every single time 

he’d step on set and giving me a nod of approval. A dream to work with— can’t put it in any 
other way. Tim is also very old school, and before moving on would ask for my opinion (as it 
used to happen back in the days when films were shot on film and there were no monitors 
spread on set, and the Operator was the only one “seeing” the shot through the eyepiece). 
Again, what a privilege I’d been given.

You may have seen on some BTS floating around on the net that “Thing” wasn’t after all a 
VFX creature, not entirely at least.

Tim envisioned Thing as a real character, as it had such a big role in the story. He wanted 
Thing to express her/his/it (?) own emotions, and he rightfully thought that a human hand 
would have been better than just a VFX element.

How to get a real character out 
of a hand? Simple, get a good 
actor! So here we have Victor, 
impersonating Thing, always 
dressed in a blue suit, sharing 
the set with us on many scenes, 
and unfortunately for him, 
always trying to hide his body 
as much as possible in order 
to later on help out the VFX 
department to clean up after 
him. We’ve been very spoiled 
with the Romanian locations, 
as the nature is stunning and 
the landscape never the same. 
Castles, forests, mountains, 
you name it.

I’m missing the whole experience, I’m missing Tim and David, I’m missing Jenna. I’m 
missing Wednesday.
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The 2023 Operators Awards were presented at 
the British Society of Cinematographers annual 
Dinner and Awards Ceremony on Saturday 
11th of February, at The Royal Lancaster Hotel 
in London. Members of the ACO, GBCT and 
BSC voted in two categories, for Operating 
in TV Drama and Features, recognising 
their outstanding performances in camera 
operation.

On the night, the winner in the TV Drama 
category went to Vince McGahon ACO, Assoc 
BSC, for Apple TV’s quick-witted spy drama 
Slow Horses, while the Feature Award went to 
Danny Bishop ACO, Assoc BSC, SOC, for his 
operating on the epic All Quiet On The Western 
Front, for which James Friend ASC BSC also 
won Best Cinematography. This is the second 
year in a row that Danny Bishop has won an 
Operators Award, with him winning in the TV 
Drama category last year for Your Honour. A 
huge congratulations to both winners, and all 
of the runners up, and a special thanks to all 
those who took the time to watch and vote. The 
awards would not be possible without your 
contributions!

Operators Awards

2023
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As an A Camera Operator, we want to be involved in the pre-production of a show 
or film as much as possible. In my experience with many TV productions, this 
doesn’t really happen nearly enough. Nolly, directed by Peter Hoar and lit by Sam 
Care, was an exception. 

I was fortunate enough to have worked with both Peter and Sam previously, on It’s 
a Sin and Sherwood respectively, so I already had an excellent working relationship 
and good shorthand with both. One of the benefits of this is the ability to cut 
through much of the broader strokes of the setups. I feel I knew enough about 
how both Peter and Sam like to work to be able to make decent headway with the 
camera setups without having to take up too much of their time in the initial part 
of the process. The fine-tuning and finessing can then be done after everyone has 
had time to have their input with other departments. 

Peter kindly invited me to a technical reading of the script along with Sam and this 
was where we first started to bounce a few ideas around. His vision for the look of 
the show was that of 3 different worlds: one which centred around the public life 
of our heroine, Nolly; one which looked at her performing role as Meg, on set, at 
Crossroads; and one which dealt with her home life and her private ruminations. 

NOLLY
Dan Nightingale
ACO,  SOC 
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Essentially what we wanted to 
achieve was a fluid camera style 
which transitioned between these 
worlds in a subtle way. High energy 
Steadicam shots were used to tell 
Nolly’s public story— her armour is 
up and she’s in control. We wanted 
the camera to feel glued to her and 
her magnetism, almost directed 
by her and her actions. When she 
is alone we wanted the camera to 
have a more quiet and observational 
feel, reflecting her fears and 
frustrations; smaller movements 
and a more restrained style. Often this is when she’s in the apartment, or with Adams. When 
Nolly is on stage or on set we switched to handheld. This was done to give a more subjective 
feel to the shots. We wanted to flip the idea of an audience watching a performance and put 
the cameras into the set, often behind the performers, so we look back out into the studio. 
This was intercut with footage from the period cameras with which we attempted to mimic the 
Crossroads shooting techniques. Of course the hardest thing to do when choosing these rules 
or guides when shooting is to adhere to them completely. I feel, however, that we managed 

to tell Nolly’s story with this ethos in mind and 
hopefully it worked well! 

One of the more challenging parts of the shoot 
was in Venice. We only had a handful of scenes 
to shoot there, but the nature of working from 
boats with very limited space was considerably 
difficult. Only the addition of a skilled local crew 
enabled us to achieve the required shots, battling 
inquisitive tourists, mid heatwave, all on the 
grand canal!

The lighting, of course, is a huge part of making 
the world come alive and Sam did an amazing 
job along with his gaffer Steed Barrett. 

They captured the era in a way that to my mind had a classic Hollywood feel to it, a glamour 
which was as much imagined as ever real. We used Meru anamorphics from One Stop films— 
really unique glass which had a wonderful quality. The 
35mm quickly became nicknamed “The Dinner Plate” due 
to its large front element. Not the most fun on Steadicam!

I was aided and abetted on the shoot by: 1st ACs Alex 
Parish and Mitch Payne; 2nd ACs Alex Hollowbread and 
Kofi Richards; and a fantastic trainee team made up of 
Ashton Sund and Yonatan Tiruneh. My grip team was my 
go-to regular Key grip Damian Roberts and and his team: 
George Needham and Ant Davis. Damian is a regular 
collaborator and never fails to improve whatever shot is 
dreamt up. 
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T H E 
T H I N G 
W I T H 
D R O N E S …

A Camera Operator’s 
insight into Aerial 
Filming with Drones

By Darren Miller ACO

I knew nothing about this alien witchcraft but 
jumped feet first into a place aeons out of my 
comfort zone, in a last ditch attempt to survive 
in a rapidly changing employment landscape. The examination required a minimum 70% pass 
rate which by some miracle, I achieved, propelling me into the exciting yet incredibly stressful 
world of f lying cameras in a 3 dimensional space aloft.
 
It quickly became apparent that my original concept of being a single Camera Operator with a 
whirring aerial machine, offering a fledgling new facility, wouldn’t cut the mustard with my 
ACO peers. It takes up to three people, each with different skills, to operate a drone on a film 
or TV set. I had acquired the basic skills to fly a small aircraft, which taught me the dexterity 

of operating with joysticks and the insightful 
knowledge of the pilot’s perspective. This has 
proven invaluable in forming what has to be a 
close-knit team, in order for us to get the shots 
done at the highest level with the minimum 
of fuss. Initially, there were few experienced 
Camera Operators working on drones so I was 
in a good place to bring some discipline and 
cinematographic knowledge to that part of the 
drone unit.

The realisation being, that my transferable 
skills were in operating the camera beneath 
the aircraft, (more witchcraft) leaving the 
flying to the pilot who becomes, in all essence, 
a 3d grip capable of skillfully positioning the 
camera where I need it with the precision 
required. I didn’t possess the piloting skills 
to fly an incredibly complicated machine 
in an environment that includes actors and 

I made the transition from a regular Camera 
Operator to Aerial Camera Operator/DOP, 
recognising the gradual demise of my main role on 
TV drama, since most of the DOPs I was working 
with were choosing to operate themselves. So 
I had to find a new niche if I was to remain a 
component part of the camera department. I have 
been fortunate during my career to do various bits 
of aerial work from helicopters and fixed wing 
aircraft, so the desire to do something connected 
was already in my genes. 

Raven Octocopter with Arri Mini LF camera 
& Kowa Anamorphic Prime Lens
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structured cinematic sequences that could 
cost hundreds of thousands of pounds.
 
Having realised how best to transfer my skill 
set, it was clear that I needed to find a pilot. 
Cue my collaboration with Angus Benson 
Blair of T Stop Aerial Cinematography, an 
ex-army officer and Tank Commander with 
a military pedigree turned drone pilot. Over 
the last 8 years, Angus and I have amassed 
hundreds of f lying hours on high end TV 
drama, features and commercials. We were 
an integral part of the very first drone team 
to cover an Olympic Games, live in Rio, Brazil 
2016, totalling around 450 flights during our 
tenure there. It’s still very much a learning 
curve when everyday throws up a new 
challenge.
 
The synergy between pilot and Operator is 
not only key to being safe but also achieving 
the shot(s) required. Once the aircraft is 
airborne, the pilot is an aerial grip and the drone becomes my aerial dolly. It is this experience 
of working together that ensures we are both inside each other’s heads. The relationship 
between the Camera Operator and pilot is an essential element that ensures flights are not only 
conducted safely but also efficiently and in line with direction given. I am constantly giving 
commands to the pilot to ensure he has positioned the drone in the right place and that the 
movement is as required. The better we know each other, the more seamless this becomes. 
The more we understand each other’s perspectives, the better we can interpret what each of us 
has to do to help us deliver the Director’s vision. Working with Angus, I often find the drone is 
moving to where I need it without having to ask, with little or no communication. Prior to our 
initial f light, I try to triangulate where the flightpath might be, at what altitude, direction and 
speed. Personally, I feel that a calm but concise attitude makes for a focussed and controlled 
working environment. There has to be crystal clear communication, especially in the event of a 
malfunction. If panic ensues, that’s when accidents happen, so the role of the Camera Operator 
with the pilot working in unison in any given situation, is vital.
 
I am often asked if operating on wheels could be an option. Whilst you can do this it is not 
ideal. The principal reason is that at times the roll can drift, especially in dynamic moves 
and this requires 3 axis to be operated simultaneously. Easy to do on the sticks, much less 

so on wheels!  The other aspect to consider is 
that the sticks allow me to remain mobile with 
my controller rather than tethered to one spot. 
Having a wider peripheral vision of the aircraft’s 
position assists me with the light, timing and 
tweaks in composition, as well as being a second 
pair of eyes in case of any unwanted incursions. 
Operating on the sticks is much more intuitive 
and reactive when flying a camera in a 3D space. 
It also makes me feel better connected with 
the pilot, both visually and verbally, as I have 
a part to play with the controls upon take-off 
and landing, ensuring the gimbal is set in the 
right positions. I can control roll, pan & tilt with 
trims and speeds for all axis that are constantly 
being tweaked to achieve the desired shots. I 
have a histogram on the monitor to assist with 
exposure and normally view in Rec 709 for better 
contrast to see the detail. We will output in Log 
to the monitors for DOP and DIT.
 

There’s a lot going on in a short space of time, so concentration levels are high and room for 
error is often very small. Striving for the best composition, I am looking for alternatives in 

Angus flying a Hexacopter/12 rotor aircraft with 
ballistic parachute fitted at the 2016 Olympic Games 
in Rio, Brazil.  Image: Flying Pictures Ltd

X36 Hexacopter with Ronin 2 Gimbal, Sony 
Venice Camera & Cooke Anamorphic Prime Lens.    
Image: Darren Miller 
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depth, reveals, altitude, contra-tracks, direction 
of travel for continuity, dynamics etc, trying to 
make the shot look as ‘un-dronie’ as possible 
without compromising the Director’s brief. 
Having years of experience as an Operator and 
the inherent feel for a shot has given me the ability 
to communicate confidently and diplomatically 
with DOPs and Directors, offering up when and 
where appropriate, knowing how things cut and 
being able to deliver what is required. There can be 
a spanner in the works when Directors and DOPs 
don’t always agree, just like in any situation. It’s 
knowing how to tread those eggshells and when 
to keep schtum or speak out without causing any 
animosity which can cause an atmosphere. All 
important component parts of the Operator’s 
professional arsenal besides the personal bank 
of achievable shots. 
 
Sequences are often dictated by small changes 
in the scene or erratic instructions coming from 
a DOP and/or Director during a flight, often 
interrupting and distracting the pilot when 
all commands should be channelled through 
the Camera Operator. This is where the danger lies when I’m trying to decipher a melee of conflicting 
instructions and preferences that are different to the rehearsed sequence. The ability to react instantly 
and translate this into new aircraft instructions—to shoot something usable—can be extremely frustrating 
for both myself and the pilot. What’s also disappointing is that we are often not afforded the luxury of a 
rehearsal and expected to ‘wing it’. Being unable to fine tune a shot just like any other Operator on set 
seems a little unfair and often yields an average result. We are an extension of the camera department 
and striving to achieve the same cinematic perfection as the rest of the team. Oh the joy of rehearsal!

Flying in spectacular locations.                                                                 
Image: Darren Miller  

L to R: Mark Bull 1st AC, Darren Miller - Camera Operator ACO, Angus Benson Blair - Pilot.                                                                 
Image: Kim Vinegrad ACO_GBCT

For the full article please visit the ACO website.
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1. What is it that got you into operating?

I got into operating as it was the next step up from focus 
pulling! But I got into the camera department because I loved 
the mechanics and processes of film cameras, and so started 
at the bottom of the camera department as it was then, as a 
video split, hauling around VHS combo monitors with super 
heavy lead acid batteries. I never really concentrated on the 
next step on the ladder until it was time to move up, but I have 
really enjoyed each step. And if we want to look back further: 
when I was very young my older brother was given a stills 
camera, and I was so jealous! I think I was finally given my 
own cheap point and shoot camera when I was about 8, much 
to my great happiness (16mm film cartridges, plastic lens— the 
pictures were awful, and often chopped people’s heads off. Or 
maybe that’s me just being a bad workman blaming the tools). 
So maybe it’s always been ticking away as an interest before I 
really became aware that working in the film industry was a 
legitimate career for someone from small town NZ!
 

2. Which 3 films inspired you when you were 
younger to pursue a career as a Camera 
Operator?

Again, I never really set out to be a Camera Operator. But when 
I was in Uni (not doing film), I saw some great Kiwi films at 
the film archive next to the cafe I was working in, that I guess 
nurtured a fascination with the film industry as a whole.

JULIA GREEN
ACO ASKS 
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3. What do you enjoy most about being 
an Operator?

Getting to sit around on the dolly, and leaving on 
wrap. Ha! No, but I guess you are more directly 
involved with what you see on screen, and in a bit 
more of a creative way.  It’s great when you’re able 
to deliver what the Director and DOP are after. And 
when you nail a technical shot and it looks great, 
that feels pretty good.

4. What was your most high profile project like to work on?
 
That’s a bit of a tricky one to answer; all jobs have their unique qualities. The bigger the job, 
the smaller the cog you are in it, but they’re always fun to be involved with, and to have all 
the toys on hand. But I often find the slightly smaller projects, where it’s a bit more hands-on, 
can be more rewarding.

5. Tell us about the DoP/Director and Operator dynamic?

Again, this is slightly different on each job, and you 
have to gauge how both the Director and DOP like 
to work. Some DOPs like to be the one liaising with 
the Director, and then more or less tell you what 
to do, while others like to get on with the lighting 
and leave you to talk to the Director.  Mostly it’s a 
bit of both. When the Director and DOP work well 
together it certainly makes your life easier, and 
makes the job more enjoyable overall, but I’m sure 
everyone has their horror stories of being caught 
in the middle. I guess diplomacy can be a big part 
of operating!

6. What else have you been working 
on recently?

I’ve just finished a wee Netflix film with the wonderful 
Remi Adefarasin BSC, called Locked In. It was only a 9 
week shoot, which in the days of HETV streamers, is 
a lovely short stint.  There were a lot of nights outside 
in the cold snaps, with rain towers (one particularly 
memorable night the rain from the rain towers was 
freezing immediately on the track and making it 
bumpy), but working with Remi is such a joy, and the 
crew were awesome, so I loved the film despite all 
that.

7. What is the best advice given to you as 
an Operator?

An oldie but a goodie: stop moving the camera when 
the actor stops moving. I think a lot of advice you 
pick up along the way, especially as a focus puller 
watching the frame and listening to feedback given to 
the Operator. Any advice gratefully received though!
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John Bailie got involved in the last couple of months of HBO’s The Last Of Us with 
Eben  Boulter BSC, and recently has been doing Fargo series 5 and Fraggle 

Rock series 2 with a bunch of Muppets!
Tim Battersby is working on The King unit of The Crown with DP Adriano 
Goldman.
Anthony Bowes has been working for Virgin Media Television Ireland as a 

part time Studio Camera Operator and soon to be offering Steadicam, which 
was the plan from the start. 

James Burgess did B Cam/Steadicam on Block 1 of Sex Ed S4 for Netflix and Steadicam/B Cam on 
Apple TV series Pillow. He also did Dailies on TV dramas: Invasion S2 , Flat Share and The Great.
Ciro Candia is currently doing TVCs and finished 2022 operating B Cam dailies 
on And Mrs and The Great S3.
James Chesterton is job-sharing on Doctor Who with Martin Stephens.
      Jay Coates is working on the Finale episode for a BBC 

show There She Goes. I will send on any photos I 
happen to get over the coming days. 
Kate Eccarius is currently in Sydney, Australia 
operating on The Fall Guy.
Dan Edwards ACO is currently in Manchester and Liverpool 

shooting Cobra, a political drama for New Pictures, starring Robert Carlyle, 
operating A camera and Steadicam for DP James Swift, and Director Sasha 

Ransome. 
Dan Evans has just finished shooting B Camera / Steadicam on Eps 9 and 10 
of The Winter King for Bad Wolf, DoP Aske Foss.
Dan Gamble currently working on Straight Shooter re-shoots as their 
B Camera/Steadicam Operator. Then will be jumping onto yet more 
additional shooting on Goat Rodeo (Captain Marvel) for a few weeks on the 
2nd unit. And will be going into a film called The Gorge, on the 2nd unit as the 
B Camera/Steadicam Operator. 

Julia Green is just about to finish a wee Netflix film called Locked In, that the 
wonderful Remi Adefarason is DPing.

Lionel Garrote Belizán
is shooting Queen Charlotte— a Netflix show
Marc Hill is currently on Hellelujah Book 1 at the moment.
Simon E Finney is currently working on Wicked.

Jeremy Fusco Just wrapped an exciting Apple TV show 
with Peter Capaldi and Cush Jumbo in the lead roles.

Graham Hebron “I have been working incredibly hard on my first 4K Short, 
called 100 Seconds, lit and shot by me. It has been sent to film festivals 
worldwide.”
Sven Joukes is doing commercials and dailies.

WHO’S OPERATING 
WHAT?
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Dan Lobo-Pires is shooting a Williams F1 Car Launch Film with RD Content 
and DOP James Parsons, plus Dailies on Baby Reindeer with DOP Annika 
Summerson and Dell Commercial with Unit 9 Films.
James Leigh is just coming to the end of The Lazarus Project for Urban Myth 
and Sky. They’ve been working with DOP Susie Salavati.

Daniel Lobo has just finished operating B Cam for My Life, a series for CBBC, 
and last week was alternating with Rupert Peddle doing 

dailies as A Cam for a feature codenamed IC9, DoP’d by Neil Oseman. 
Mihalis Margaritis has been working on Baby Reindeer, a dark drama for 
Netflix. He’s been doing Steadicam and camera operating across both 
blocks for DPs Krzysztof Trojnar and Annika Summerson BSC. 

Adam Mendry is working on a new Apple TV documentary 
in Japan.

Christopher McGuire is currently on Red One with Dan 
Mindel here in Atlanta.
Darren Miller has been operating with the drone on: Mary & George - Hera; 
Boat Story - Two Brothers Pictures; Platform 7 - Dancing Edge Productions; 

Dead Boy Detective - Madam Films Ltd; and Dinner With The Parents - Bigtalk/CBS. 
Akhilesh Patel is currently operating B Cam/Steadicam with DoP Tim Fleming 

ISC on Harry Wild Season 2 Block 2 starring Jane Seymour. Director is Emer 
Conroy.
Rupert Peddle has recently wrapped on action thriller Chief of Station 
where he was operating B Camera and Steadicam for DP Jonathan Hall and 
director Jesse V. Johnson in Budapest.
John Piggott is currently in prep for season 1 of A Thousand Blows for Disney, 
directed by Tinge Krishnan with Catherine Derry DOP.
Dale Rodkin: has just completed season 3 of Warrior on A Cam/Steadicam. 

Starting up on My Spy 2 in February.
Maiya Rose: is currently the Camera Operator on a feature film called One More 

Shot, which is a sequel to a movie from last year called One Shot. The DOP is Job 
Reineke.
Luke Snowball is on 2nd unit for Cobra S3 with DP James 
Swift and has had a fashion commercial for Muji with DP 

Martin Senyszak.
Gary Spratling is still working on The Lord Of The Rings, 

which started in September for them and goes on shooting until June.
Justin Theodore finished Steeltown Murders for BBC in December and is on 
the commercial circuit until some long form kicks back up in February.
Jono Tomes has been operating B Camera on series 2 of The Chelsea Detective.

Jasper Van Gheluwe just finished Hajjan in Jordan, with DP Gerry Vasbenter.
Adi Visser is still on Halo S2

Des Whelan has just finished on the Ireland leg of God’s 
Spy
Peter Wilke is on Back in Action with Ken Seng (DP) 
for Netflix.  

Watcharawit “Koon” Ya-inta is currently shooting an 
action feature Pushpa 2 in Visakhapatnam, India. 
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Tom Wilkinson just finished operating A Camera on Gran Turismo— the  real life 
story of Jann Mardenborough, a gamer who became a racing driver. And is 

Currently doing dailies.

ARRI Crew
  
Barney Piercy recently finished a run on the B Camera of Bong Joon Ho’s new 
film Mickey 17 with DoP Darius Khondji and then straight onto a commercial 
for Hungryman with DoP Christopher Sabogal.  Dora Krolikowska, is 
currently operating B Camera on Back to Black. Andy Banwell  is currently 
A Camera on 2nd Unit of Back in Action starring Cameron Diaz and Jamie 

Fox. Kat Spencer wrapped 2022 with The Crown King 
unit dailies and kicked off 2023 with live broadcast 

fashion work, a Lloyds commercial with DoP Anthony 
Dod Mantle for Smuggler and has begun dailies on 2nd Unit of Paradox with 
DoP Oliver Loncraine. Richard Philpott is presently doing dailies on My 
Lady Jane for Amazon before starting three weeks additional photography 

on Damsel for Orchid Productions at Pinewood. Pete Batten is currently 
working on a big Amazon Prime production shooting its second season out of 

Bray Studios. Having recently returned from the desert on Dune: Part Two, Jason Ewart  is now on  
the Amy Winehouse biopic, Back To Black with DoP Polly Morgan ASC BSC. 
Iain Mackay  is operating A Camera and Steadicam on A Quiet Place: Day One, 
with Hannah Jell is operating B Camera. Chris Plevin  is currently operating 
A Camera on True Detective: Night Country, a six month shoot with DoP Florian 
Hoffmeister BSC, and has just finished a run of 39 night shoots in Iceland! Derek 
Walker is currently shooting The Crown Season 6, A Camera Queen Unit, and has 
been for some time.  

Sara Putt

Aga Szeliga has been nominated for the Operators Award for her work on 
House of the Dragon.
Al Rae is on location in Vienna working on The Palace. The six-parter stars 
Kate Winslet and is directed by Stephen Frears. 
Andrei Austin has been doing dailies on My Lady Jane and Séance. 

Andrew Bainbridge has recently wrapped on One Day.
Chris Maxwell has just wrapped on the second series of Screw.

Danny Bishop continues on LucasFilms’ The Acolyte. Danny has been nominated 
for an Operators Award and an SOC Camera Operator Award for his work on 
All Quiet on the Western Front.
Ed Clark is operating on the film Scoop, which is directed by Philip Martin 
and based on the book Scoops. Ed has been nominated for the Operators 
Award for his work on SAS Rogue Heroes.
George Amos is on location in Turkey working on Ministry of Ungentlemanly 
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Warfare which is being helmed by Guy Ritchie.
Ilana Garrard is working in Italy on Netflix’s The Decameron, which is lit by 
Michael McDonough and directed by Mike Uppendahl.
James Frater is about to start on The Gorge. The film stars Anya Taylor-
Joy and Miles Teller.
James Leigh is soon to finish on the second series of The Lazarus Project 
and will start on Risen for Sky Studios next month.
Julian Morson has been busy operating dailies on Wicked.
Rick Woollard has worked on commercials for Louis Vuitton in Paris, where production shut 

down the Champs elysees and shot on top of the Eiffel Tower, and in Chamonix. 
He also operated AR for Reckless & Sweet & also Wasted Eyes. 

Tanya Marar has been nominated for the Operators Award for her work 
on House of the Dragon.
Tom Walden is working in Slovakia on The Tattooist of Auschwitz. The 
8-part drama is based on the book by the same name and is for Sky.

Vince McGahon continues on the new series of Apple TV/See Saw films’ 
Slow Horses. Vince has also been nominated for 

the Operators Award for his work on the last series.
Will Lyte is finishing up on Boat Story for Two Brothers Pictures, and will 
start on Horseface next month.
Zoe Goodwin-Stuart continues on The Acolyte for LucasFilms.

PrinceStone

Simon Baker is still filming A Camera / Steadicam on The Crown Series 6, with: directors Christian 
Schwochow, Alex Gabassi and Stephen Daldry; and DPs Adriano Goldman ASC, BSC, ABC and 
Sophia Olsson, for Left Bank Pictures and Netflix. 
Cosmo Campbell is filming A Camera / Steadicam on Extraordinary 2, a comedy series for Sid 

Gentle Films and Disney+, with DP Alvaro Gutierrez and Toby MacDonald 
directing. 

Michael Carstensen has been shooting A Camera & Steadicam with the 
Additional Photography unit on Lift, with director F. Gary Gray and DP 
Bernhard Jasper. Michael has also joined the production Mary and George 
and is currently shooting with Oliver Hermanus directing and Alexander 

Dynan as the DP. He will later be part of the Blood Unit on season 2 of   
  House of The Dragon.
Rob Hart has been filming A Camera / Steadicam on The Burning Girls, a TV series directed by 
Kieron Hawkes for Buccaneer Media and Paramount+, with DP Gary Shaw. The series stars Lorelei 
Winterfrost and Samantha Morton. 
Tony Jackson has been filming A Camera / Steadicam out in Bucharest on 20th 
Television mini series We Were The Lucky Ones with director Thomas Kail 
and DP Tim Ives starring Joey King, Logan Lerman and Robin Weigert. 
Tony Kay has been shooting camera and steadicam dailies on TV 
productions including Paramount+ series Sexy Beast as well as Three Little 
Birds. Tony has also filmed on various commercials including Adidas, 
Nike and a promo for the series Outlander, as well as a Swedish House Mafia 
concert at the London 02 Arena.
James Layton has finished filming Steadicam on a feature Promised Land for Revolution Films 
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with director Michael Winterbottom and DP Giles Nuttgens BSC.
 Dan Nightingale is shooting A Camera / Steadicam on Sexy Beast, a prequel TV series of the 

film for Paramount+, with director Michael Caleo, DP Bebe Dierken BVK, and 
starring James McArdle, Emun Elliot, Sarah Greene and Stephen Moyer. 

Peter Robertson is filming A camera / Steadicam on M. Son of the Century, a 
Mussolini biopic, at Cinecitta studios in Rome with director Joe Wright and 
DP Seamus McGarvey BSC, ASC. 
 Joe Russell is currently operating A Camera and steadicam 

on the 2nd series of Andor, with DPs Christophe Nuyens SBC, Mark Patten 
BSC and Damián Garcia, 

and directors Ariel Kleiman, Janus Metz and Alonso Ruizpalacios.
Sean Savage is shooting second unit A Camera at Shinfield Studios on 
Paradox, a TV series for Disney + with DP Oliver Loncraine. 
Fabrizio Sciarra has been filming A camera/ Steadicam in Belgrade on 
Sony Pictures feature film Horrorscope with directors Spencer Cohen and 

Anna Halberg, and DP 
Ellie Smolkin ACS and currently shooting dailies on 

Mission Impossible 8. 
Peter Wignall is filming A Camera/ Steadicam on Guy Ritchie’s new series 
The Gentlemen for Netflix, with DP Ed Wild BSC. He is now working with 
Guy Ritchie on a World War II drama feature for Jerry Bruckheimer Films 

and Black Bear Pictures, The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare.

Schneider Entertainment Agency

Michael Heathcote will be starting Captain America: New World Order with 
DP Kramer Morgenthau. 

Reel Angels
 
B Cam Operator Ashlea Downes is shooting Block 4 of Bridgerton Series 
3, with DP Jeffrey Jur ASC. 
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CVF: Changing 
the Narrative 
of Finance for 
Creatives

Since launching Creative Vision Finance (CVF) 
in 2021, it has been my goal to demystify the 
finance world, allowing creatives at all levels 
to access the kit that they need to make their 
next projects a reality, in a transparent and 
customer-focused manner. In a world where 
mediocrity is ok, CVF is constantly striving to 
make clients’ journeys exceptional. 

Ultimately, at the heart of CVF we believe 
in changing the narrative of finance for 
media and entertainment professionals and 
organisations. This belief is one of the many 
reasons why we pride ourselves on partnering 
with our customers to really identify and understand their needs and business goals; every 
business is unique and needs a personal approach. I am obsessed with helping our customers 
find bespoke solutions that work for them, without the constraints of traditional banking.

When I established CVF I made it a priority to build a team that had both in-depth sector 
knowledge and a passion for finance. This is why I am proud to say that we hold over 30 years of 
collective experience in the media and entertainment industry. 
This experience fuels our passion for untangling the creative and finance worlds and makes 
us uniquely qualified to help our clients take the stress out of finance as they undergo the pre-
production process of their next project.

With CVF, it is my aim to break the traditional finance mould by offering a wide range of bespoke 
financial services designed with the unique journeys of our customers in mind. These include 
options of full payout kit finance, refinance, loans, as well as bespoke options including balloon 
loans, slow starts and seasonal payments.

Our customer focused approach is what makes us unique and is what has cemented CVF’s place 
as a trusted partner in the financial services space. After all, no one ever said running a business 
was easy, which is why CVF’s mission is to provide tailored solutions for each client, turning 
them into not just great businesses on paper but also great businesses in reality.

Visit: creativevisionfinance.com
Email: hello@creativevisionfinance.com
Call: +44 (0) 203 987 6670

Rebecca Price, Director, CVF
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